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Abstract
Speech and communication disorders are a category of special educational
needs and can affect the evolution of the individual. The aim of this report is
to present a case study as a teaching example. While studying this case, real or
hypothetical examples, which reflect more general situations, are presented in
order to analyze and investigate them thoroughly. The purpose of this is to
provide alternative solutions to the emerging problems. The presentation of
written case studies can become a really important part of the educational
procedure. Case studies form the core of the recognition process and signify
the end of a successful training. Moreover, case studies are an important element for lifelong training of both educators and therapists. A hypothetical
case is presented in this report together with the symptomatology it shows.
Furthermore, the diagnosis procedure and the way the problems of the specific student have been dealt with are presented. Finally, some basic conclusions are reached based on the information that has already been presented.
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1. Introduction
Communication as an interactive exchange of information, ideas, feelings, needs
and desires is a vital element of human experience. It refers to coding, transmisDOI: 10.4236/oalib.1105162
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sion and decoding of messages. Language is a standard code that group members
use in order to communicate with each other and speech is the oral production
of the language [1].
More specifically, language is a system of sounds and meanings. It constitutes
a code that enables communication between the members of a group on the
condition that these people are aware of this system and they know how to
comply with its rules regarding a phonological, vocal, morphological, syntactic
and semantic level. Respectively, disorders or disfunctions in linguistic development can concern one or more of these levels, and can appear either as problems of information acquisition and perception of speech or as weakness of expression. The linguistic abilities of a child can affect social interaction, e.g. in relationships with peers, family members, and later in the professional and wider
social environment. Therefore, communication disorders and linguistic disorders in particular, are strongly associated with the academic and social development of the individual. Consequently, timely and valid detection, recognition,
and intervention play a vital role regarding not only the improvement of linguistic abilities but also of other related developmental areas. The developmental
deficits that affect speech perceptions increase the risk of linguistic and literacy
problems, which may lead to reduced academic and professional achievements
[2] [3] [4].
Hence, the symptomatology of these problems needs timely detection and
immediate dealing since it can affect the emotional balance of a child, his/her
learning and cognitive performance, interpersonal relationships and social
adaptation. Last but not least, good cooperation among specialists, family and
educators is of vital importance in solving problems of speech.

2. Study Case
Here, we will analyze the case study, e.g. presentation, symptoms, diagnosis and
treatment.

2.1. Presentation
The specific student attends the first grade of Primary School, has normal mental background and typical psychokinetic development. Also, he is willing to
communicate; he has good concentration, satisfactory kinetic coordination in
both subtle and rough movements without any difficulty in chewing or swallowing food.
However, this student uses limited vocabulary, substitutes sounds and makes
grammar and syntax errors while using the language. As a result, these linguistic
problems impede both school attendance at a learning level and his social interaction with his peers.
Furthermore, being teased by some of his peers may have a negative emotional impact on his social isolation and lack of self-confidence inside the classroom.
Therefore, any positive attitude he has towards his self-image diminishes, and
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1105162
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the student needs pediatric-pedagogical examination and rehabilitation.

2.2. Symptoms
The student indicates the following symptoms:
 He has disturbed phonology in terms of expression and comprehension. This
means that simplifications, omissions or toner replacements are observed.
 At the same time, there is a weakness regarding understanding and differentiation of the notes, e.g. between “k” and “t”. This creates a problem in the
pronunciation of the sounds.
 More often than not, he has difficulty pronouncing “r” and that is why he
may substitute the specific sound.
 Moreover, the student finds it hard to understand that two words might suggest the same meaning e.g. book-volume.
 In addition, the student struggles to use a wide range of vocabulary. He cannot use more sophisticated words and he usually describes what he wants to
name, e.g. instead of saying “pencil”, he might mention: “the thing we write
with”.

2.3. Diagnosis
The diagnosis is not a superficial classification but rather an analysis of the various linguistic educational conditions highlighting the existing difficulties [5].
The pupil’s assessment included data, like:
 Individual, family and school student’s background,
 Logopedic assessment,
 Check of the student’s hearing ability,
 Neurological check and examination,
 Learning and cognitive examination.
Useful data was recorded based on WHOQOL-100 [6], like:
 Individual background e.g. developmental stage, emotional state of the student, health problems, learning difficulties, attitude problems, issues of linguistic development, various needs etc.
 Family/social background e.g. family relationships and social circumstances,
family tree, physical and psychological situation of the members of the family, standard of living, etc.
 School background e.g. classroom comments, school performance, personal
adjustment and behavior both in the classroom and in the school community, interests and talents of the student, cooperation with the family, etc.
 Support planning-Education e.g. teaching strategies that have been used, etc.
 Interdisciplinary cooperation e.g. any involvement of other health and education practitioners, etc.
To sum up, the student based on the diagnostic tests that have been used [7]
[8] [9] shows phonological and language expression disorder and faces moderate
communication difficulty, something that may cause difficulty in academic fields
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1105162
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and may even contribute to making mistakes in reading and writing [10]. There
was cooperation with the family and the parents accepted the suggestion for
educational support.

2.4. Treatment
In the context of planning the preparation of teaching, the teacher should make
sure that he takes organizational measures so that teaching has the anticipated
success [11].
The treatment of the linguistic disorders of the specific student was based on a
therapeutic combination of speech therapy, pedagogic support and rehabilitation, as well as psychological support of the student and parent counseling.
Additionally, the teaching activities were as follows:
 In the language field, e.g. language skills exercises by conquering a desired
mental level of thinking and language, orthodontic exercises etc.
 In the kinesthetic field, e.g. acoustic and visual movements of distinguishing
sounds, exercises for correct articulation, etc.
 In the psychosocial field, e.g. miming exercises, correct facial expressions,
pedagogic and psychological assistance towards enhancing acceptable behaviors, etc.
 In the mental field, e.g. vocabulary expansion, exercises for finding the correct word within a sentence, exercises for production of speech in phonological, grammar and syntax level.
Overall, the activities were aimed at a specific pedagogic treatment together
with the psychological support of the child, at informing parents and educators
and at developing good educational practices [12]. Aiming in this way, emphasis
was given on the following:
 communication should be pleasant,
 the teacher should motivate and encourage the child,
 should respond to the child’s needs immediately and directly,
 should listen carefully,
 ought to speak clearly and repeat where necessary,
 should be descriptive,
 has to provide educational opportunities and useful information to the student,
 should use grammar and syntax standards and correct the student in a creative learning environment.
Furthermore, the parents were sensitized in the following direction: The student’s problems of speech and communication should no longer create more social and attitude disorders, by establishing these emotional and behavioral disorders permanently.

3. Conclusions
According to contemporary findings [13], what is important is the timely and
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valid recognition of the problems, the immediate beginning of the appropriate
treatment and the spherical nature of the intervention in disorders. At this point,
the philosophy of inclusion can be added [14] [15], where children with special
educational needs or/and disabilities should have priority in the general classroom, in which suitable adjustments should be made according to 1) the environment, 2) teaching, 3) material, 4) school curriculum, 5) assessment, 6) interaction within the classroom and the school community, 7) the support of the
rest of the staff, etc.
In these adjustments, the therapeutic framework should be added which is advisable to include gaming activities, e.g. phonological exercises with cards and
the development of the child’s creativity through games. In this way, the reduced
self-esteem of the child enhances and improves not only as far as his self-image
is concerned, but also regarding the relations with his peers.
Moreover, interdisciplinary cooperation among health professionals and educators is of vital importance, since communication is a function which involves
many interdependent factors [16] and speech is one of the most complex cortical, cognitive and mental functions. To put it in a nutshell, for the effective educational and therapeutic treatment and intervention of speech disorders, it is of
vital importance to use knowledge from various specialties/scientists.
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